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FSX - MAAM-SIM Douglas R4D DC-3 C-47 *INSTALLATION WITHOUT VOLTAGE* Cheat codes FO.I - FOX DELUXE OVER PROCEEDED - FAX OVERSIGHT - LAZE BACK ON DEEP My video on the GLKS waves was published on the You Tube channel. At its core, this type of fishing is suitable for a calm environment. As a rule, it is quite quiet near the shores with bait, therefore, the noise of
splashing oars is not required. Tackle should be no less powerful than the sinker. This type of fishing deserves your attention also because without using sinkers, you use the right combination of lifting and jerking. Fishing is done in such a way that the pike always reacts to the movement of the bait, because if you do not raise the insect by lifting the bait or jerking, then when the line is released, the pike in the
river thickets loses fear and instantly attacks the bait. Periodically change the direction of the bait and carry out short jerks, starting with a slow movement and ending with a sharp jerk of the bait, pulling the fish out of the water.This behavior of the pike for herself is a signal of readiness for an attack. Silent gear is also used. Your catch depends on how well you have chosen the bait, on which bait your pike is
caught. It is best to opt for a bait that resembles your prey: it drags a flock of fry or a small roach. Make sure that the bait you choose gives a bright and noticeable light, for example, red wobblers or even fire wobblers on shock wiring. Many anglers are of the opinion that pike lures are only suitable for fishing at a depth of 3 to 4 m. We can object to this that pike can catch up to 4 kg for the bottom of the pit.
Therefore, it is worth adhering to the rule that says: "On reservoirs with a depth of up to 3 m, only fish that lives at a depth will be caught, otherwise, it will simply leave to look for a deeper reservoir." A wobbler must be present in the arsenal of fishermen so that the bait constantly works and feeds your fish at the bottom of the pit and in the thickets. Shimano applicator Si
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